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Abstract

The adequacy of current machine-learning techniques relies on an implicit built-in as-

sumption in which simplicity and similarity play signi�cant roles. This paper discusses

on the insu�ciency of these assumptions for domains where complex attribute interac-

tions characterize the target concept (i.e. on di�cult domains), and revives a model of

induction where change of representation, through the construction of increasingly more

abstract knowledge structures, contributes to increased learning performance. We de-

scribe two learning systems proved e�ective on di�cult domains, their success attributed

to the use of knowledge structures that bridge the gap between primitive and complex

representations. Our conclusions emphasize the importance of change of representation

as a fundamental step during inductive learning.

Background: Success and failure in inductive learning

Past successes and failures of learning techniques have been conditioned by an assump-

tion implicit in a model of induction shared by many researchers in machine learning,

neural networks, pattern recognition, genetic algorithms and statistics. Current learning

techniques often rely strongly on simplicity and similarity, which can be both useful and

harmful. Early emphasis on simplicity and similarity (Rendell, 1986) allowed researchers

to progress and produce systems that, when used in the appropriate industrial applica-

tions, have generated savings of millions of dollars (Langley & Simon, 1995). However,

applications such as protein structure prediction still are beyond the capabilities of current

learning methods (Ioerger, Rendell, & Subramaniam, 1995).

Attempts to improve learning methods have produced only marginal progress on

problems where performance was already good. Di�cult domains, involving hard con-

cepts (Rendell & Seshu, 1990), have their structure hidden by poor representations. In

practice, we expect to confront primarily problems that are structured, not random (Abu-

Mostafa, 1988). Considering structured and random concepts under uniform distribution

may produce misleading results (Scha�er, 1994; Rao, Gordon, & Spears, 1995). Still,

structured concepts are di�cult for current learning methods when only primitive at-

tributes are used to describe the data. Primitive attributes must be used when experts

lack domain knowledge to de�ne better attributes, more informative and predictive ones.

An abundance of primitive attributes exacerbates attribute interaction, and complicates

learning. When attribute interaction is high, the target function is rough, with many

peaks of small size, complicated shape, and perplexing arrangement throughout instance



space (Rendell & Seshu, 1994). In such situation, using instance proximity and hypothe-

sis simplicity is questionable, as expressing hypotheses simply in terms of only primitive

attributes is inappropriate. Each individual attribute carries little information, so it is

di�cult to choose a good one. Also, hypothesis descriptions are so large that construct-

ing them by incrementally adding individual primitive attributes requires many unreliable

steps of composition.

Functional requirements of learning: toward a model of induction

Progress in inductive learning depends on the ability to learn complex structured concepts

e�ectively. De�ning learning as the discovery of a function (Natarajan, 1989; Rendell &

Seshu, 1990) emphasizes the idea that nothing is known about the target function (except

the training data). That is, the form or model of the function also needs to be discovered.

Like function approximation, inductive learning means more than parameter estimation;

it means constructing the model itself. This di�cult goal has taken several forms in dif-

ferent research �elds, including change of representation, variable bias, adaptable network

structure, and non-parametric statistics (Schlimmer, 1987; Utgo�, 1986; Rendell, Seshu,

& Tcheng, 1987; Barron & Barron, 1988; Devroye & Gyor�, 1985; Geman, Bienenstock,

& Doursat, 1992).

Induction involves the discovery of regularities in data and knowledge structures. The

complexity of the existing regularities determines the complexity of the inductive process.

Whenever structure is intricate, regularities are involved, and it is useful to view induction

as a multi-layered process (Rendell, 1985). Successive layers form knowledge structures

more abstractly. The discovery of progressively more complex structures is accompanied

by an increased compression of class-membership information. Ultimately, the goal is

to obtain an inductive representation that elucidates all the mediating structures from

primitive attributes to the target function (Rendell, 1987).

One primitivemodel of induction is based on three levels of knowledge structures as de-

�ned by Rendell (1985). At the lowest level, compressing class-membership information

from neighboring points in instance space leads to formation of patterns (or clusters).

Next, similar patterns coalesce into pattern classes (e.g., relations|see below), merg-

ing possibly distant, but homogeneous regions of instance space. The highest level uses

transformation operators (induced or suggested by domain knowledge) to create pattern

groups, which can predict unobserved instance space regions by transformation of similar

structures discovered at lower levels. Each level involves a di�erent kind of similarity, but

current inductive systems can only observe similarity at the lowest level, which precludes

learning in di�cult domains.

Case studies: Relational and hierarchical representations

Guided by the need for change of representation in learning, we have recently developed

two systems that improve upon previous ones, especially when the focus is on complex

structured concepts. First, an approach called MRP emphasizes �nding relations as a way

to induce better representations for learning, and uses the algebraic notions of relation

and relational operators to construct hypothesis based on relations extracted from the



data. The second approach, HFC (Vilalta, Blix, & Rendell, 1996), focuses on building a

hierarchy of features (e.g., unrestricted Boolean formulas) which identi�es progressively

more complex knowledge structures as higher levels of the hierarchy are formed. Both

approaches induce knowledge structures and use them to learn the �nal target more

accurately.

For MRP, whose central operator is Multidimensional Relational Projection, the

training examples with the same class are a relation, i.e., a set of tuples. MRP projects

data relations onto subspaces of decreasing size, while searching for a projection that ade-

quately balances information loss and data compression. This search is repeated until all

data are explained by MRP's current hypothesis, composed of relations found in the data.

P�erez & Rendell (1995) showed that MRP learns realistic complex concepts more accu-

rately than six other learning systems, including a sophisticated system for rule induction

and two advanced methods for feature construction. Forty Boolean concepts were used to

evaluate MRP in di�cult learning contexts (where entropy and concept dispersion were

high). When expressed in DNF using only primitive attributes, these concepts involved

hundreds of terms and thousands of literals. However, the same concepts could be ex-

pressed concisely as combinations of complex relations, such as parity, M-of-N, majority,

and others frequently used to evaluate learning techniques. As an illustration, using 205

training examples (i.e., 5% of the instance space), MRP's accuracy (averaged over the

40 concepts) was 8.1 percentage points higher than that of its best competitor selected

on a concept-by-concept basis. In addition to Boolean concepts inspired by realistic ap-

plications (such as synthesis of combinational circuits), we also considered real-world ap-

plications. With real-world datasets, MRP's accuracy advantage over other systems was

more noticeable when data representations were primitive, not carefully manufactured by

experts. MRP learned more accurately than the other systems two important concepts

in secondary protein structure prediction (Qian & Sejnowski, 1988). MRP's advantage

on this domain can be traced back to role of complex relations in human-made theories

of protein folding (Chou and Fasman, 1974). Finding unrestricted multivariate relations

in the data becomes fundamental to learning despite attribute interaction and concept

variation (P�erez & Rendell, 1996).

HFC (for Hierarchical Feature Construction) builds a hierarchy of increasingly com-

plex Boolean formulae in a bottom-up fashion, by progressively incorporating new levels

of abstraction on top of previous levels. The most basic layer corresponds to all primitive

boolean features, intermediate layers to new formulae/features constructed by the appli-

cation of boolean operators, and the the top feature in the hierarchy denotes the output

hypothesis.
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goal here is to coalesce dispersed single-class regions to provide a transformation of the

instance space (i.e. for e�ectively producing a change of representation). This two-step



process is repeated to generate new layers until either a consistent feature is found, or the

best feature at L

i
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. Each new feature layer

comprises more specialized features (set L
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), and new feature combinations (set L

i
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).

The idea is to progressively smooth the original instance space to ease the distinction

between positive and negative examples. The top of the hierarchy is occupied by the the

�nal concept estimation.

HFC is the result of an investigation aimed at extracting design elements we regard

e�ective in building feature-construction algorithms. By studying/testing several well-

known learning methods we identi�ed key factors contributing to the e�ectiveness of dis-

cerning the concept's nature. Such design elements are usually mingled with assumptions

that tend to degrade classi�cation performance. Preliminary tests on HFC have shown

signi�cant improvement in terms of predictive accuracy when compared over other learn-

ing techniques. Further analysis/experimentation of HFC's main components will provide

important insights for e�ective change of representation during inductive learning.

The role of knowledge

One way of viewing the problem of �nding good knowledge structures uses a standard

AI paradigm: search. The constructive induction system searches a space of structures.

To evaluate a node, we employ some criterion, which can be de�ned solely in terms of

some semantic assessment and accuracy measurement. But if any domain knowledge is

available, it may be converted into a further means of limiting search. This is the subject

of Donoho's (1995, 1996) work, which studies the various e�ects of knowledge on the

instance space and structure space, categorizes kinds of knowledge, and tests principled

methods for using (and improving) it. Ioerger (199?) uses a related approach for search

using knowledge in more general domains.

Discussion

Systems based on exible representation schemes learn hard concepts more accurately

than other sophisticated current methods. We present this as evidence that it is possible

to extend the scope of practical applications where inductive learning can succeed. The

partial success of our case studies is attributed to focusing the learning process on the

construction of intermediate knowledge structures (relations and hierarchical features) as

a new representation. The similarity- and simplicity-based model of induction implicit

in much of past research needs to be changed before signi�cant progress can be attained.

There are situations in which hypothesis simplicity and instance similarity are not appro-

priate biases. Whenever possible, we must develop inductive learners that create their

own representations as part of their learning. Change of representation is not just a

technique for learning. Constructing new (inductive) representations during learning is a

fundamental goal of learning itself.
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